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We present a simple technique for text rewriting, that
• Has the ability to control multiple attributes simultaneously
• Builds on top of techniques used in unsupervised machine translation
•Does not require any parallel data
•Does not rely on disentangling the content from the style
• Performs better than existing methods on new and challenging benchmarks

1 � Text Rewriting / Style Transfer

Denoising Autoencoder
Given a sentence x with attributes y from the training set, we train the model to recon-
struct x conditioned on a corrupted version of the sentence, xc, and from the attributes y.

LDAE =
∑
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− log pd
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)
Backtranslation
Given a sentence x and a randomly sampled configuration of attributes y∗, generate x∗ ∼
pd

(
x|e(x), y∗

)
using the model. Given this generation and the original y, train the model to re-

construct x.
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2 � Model

•We use a max-pooling operator with a fixed stride on encoder’s latent representations
•Decoder attends over the pooled representations
• Pooling stride controls trade-off between content preservation & attribute faithfulness
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• Stride of 1 (i.e. no pooling) will result in generations with very similar structures, the model tends
to perform simple word swaps. Attributes are swapped, but sentences may not be very fluent.
• Stride of 8 will result in fluent generations with swapped attributes, but that will differ more from
input sentences.

3 � Content Preservation & Attribute Control

•Qualitative examples of our model’s ability to rewrite text conditioned on a writer’s annotated feeling,
age and gender. First line is the input sentence, second line is the model generation.

Relaxed ↔ Annoyed

Relaxed Sitting by the Christmas tree and watching Star Wars after cooking dinner. What a nice night
Annoyed Sitting by the computer and watching The Voice for the second time tonight.

What a horrible way to start the weekend

Annoyed Getting a speeding ticket 50 feet in front of work is not how I wanted to start this month
Relaxed Getting a haircut followed by a cold foot massage in the morning is how I wanted to start this month

Male ↔ Female

Male Gotta say that beard makes you look like a Viking...
Female Gotta say that hair makes you look like a Mermaid...

Female Awww he’s so gorgeous can’t wait for a cuddle. Well done xxx
Male Bro he’s so f***ing dope can’t wait for a cuddle. Well done bro

Age 18-24 ↔ 65+

18-24 You cheated on me but now I know nothing about loyalty ok
65+ You cheated on America but now I know nothing about patriotism. So ok.

65+ Ah! Sweet photo of the sisters. So happy to see them together today .
18-24 Ah Thankyou #sisters happy to see them together today

Clothing ↔ Electronics (Amazon)

Clothing got this cause it said it would help with tennis elbow and guess what my tennis elbow still bothering me
Electronics got this cause it said it would help with windows xp and guess what my windows xp still crashed

Electronics i have no choice. this is the only black ink that works with my printer.
Clothing i have no choice. this is the only black color that works with my dress.

4 � Single attribute swap

We achieve state-of-the-art results on existing sentiment style transfer benchmarks, measured by auto-
matic metrics and human evaluations. We compare our model against the DeleteAndRetrieve (DAR)
approach of [1].

Fluency Content Sentiment

DAR [1] 3.33 (1.39) 3.16 (1.43) 64.05%
Ours 4.07 (1.12) 3.67 (1.41) 69.66%
Human [1] 4.56 (0.78) 4.01 (1.25) 81.35%

Our Model No Preference DAR

DAR vs Our Fader 37.6% 32.7% 29.7%
DAR vs Ours 54.4% 24.7% 20.8%

5 � Comparison to previous work

Model Test (FYelp) Test (SYelp)
Accuracy self-BLEU Accuracy BLEU

Our model 87% 54.5 80% 25.8
-pooling 89% 47.9 - -
-temperature 86% 45.2 80% 21.3
-attention 93% 25.4 80% 22.1
-back-translation 86% 32.8 69% 16.4
+adversarial 86% 45.5 78% 25.1
-attention -back-translation 90% 26.0 71% 15.7

6 � Ablation study

•Qualitative examples of our model’s ability to control multiple attributes simultaneously, on Amazon
and Yelp reviews. Input sentences are in bold.

Sentiment Category Input / Generations

Positive Movies exciting new show. john malkovich is superb as always.
great supporting cast. hope it survives beyond season 1

Positive Books exciting new book. john grisham is one of the best. great read.
hope he continues to write more.

Negative Clothing horrible. the color is not as pictured. not what i expected. it is not a good quality.

Negative Dessert the bread here is crummy, half baked and stale even when “fresh.”
i won’t be back.

Positive Mexican the tacos here are delicious, full of flavor and even better hot sauce.
i highly recommend this place.

Positive Dessert the ice cream here is delicious, soft and fluffy with all the toppings you want.
i highly recommend it.

7 � Multiple-attribute swap

• The majority of methods in style transfer propose to use ad-
versarial training to disentangle the content from the style
and create style-agnostic sentence representations
•We trained a classifier after training to recover the style
from “content” representations
•We observed that this disentanglement is never achieved in
practice

8 � Disentanglement of Content & Style

We present a new realistic benchmark for text rewriting that
• Is an order of magnitude larger in terms of number of examples and sequence lengths
• Has multiple discrete, labeled attributes per example
• Has human reference edits for the test set similar to [1]

Example human re-writes:

Positive ↔ Negative

best pizza in greater phoenix area. seriously. order a pepperoni pizza and melt away. cheesecake wonderful!
worst pizza in greater phoenix area. seriously. avoid the pepperoni pizza and save your money. worst cheesecake ever!

great food and service always friendly. did update so has cool vibe with colorful wood walls. waiters have cute shirts
terrible food and service as always. never updated the bland vibe and monochrome walls. the waiters uniforms are ugly.

9 � New benchmark for text rewriting
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